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Lt would be acurai.e to soy that during the. pc:ricd

Lki
v 0 icr(i) research on individuai differences, esp(:cially is

wo iom_inatea by the Dovolicu rio tradition as

[Ur.

L-cH riVC: of t,1 years, hCWCVCT, there has boon a resurmonde
a

7 17 individual differences and a dramatic shift in the way

res,irchers and cognitive psychologists conceptual and

Lhvet:gat rne role of individual differences. Experimental and cognitive

o iogy, an area whiTh has long ignored individual differences, is

yrcoto:. 'that intl Lvi ua differences cannot be ignored if one

o to have an adequate understanding of psychological processes (c-R.,

1115:. A new approach to research involving mental tests

1.,i7H 'holds exciting promise for psychometrics, cognitive

;toynlogy, and instructional psydhology alike. The unification of the

and experimental approaches to the study of human behavior.

0. dronia-lh (17) called for over 20 years ago may finally be gaining a

`'etn, : I educational and psychologioal research.
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Research on inteliii.,ence

The traditional concern for individual differences in intelligence

.c_.ntinues to o, upy the tnterest of many investigators, although several new

approaches to the study of individual differences in performance on

psychometric tests will be discussed in the next section of the paper.

Research on intelligence is relevant to the purpose of this paper only to

the extent that individual differences in intelligence are related to

individual differences in ability uo learn in instructional settings. Such

an assumption is frequently made (e.g., Hunt, 1976; Snow, 1976a), although

the evidence to support the idea that individual differences in intelligence

is related to the rate of change in performance (i.e., learning) on various

learning tasks is not overwhelming. Nevertheless, the relationship between

intelligence and learning has sufficient plausibility for it to be included.

Several recent reviews (Carroll & Maxwell, in press; Horn, 1976, 1977;

Nichols, in press) of the more traditional research and issues regarding



inlE:Iligence are available. One conception or intelligence that in currt.ntiy

considerable attention is referred to as the hierarchical model

(Cotten, 1,-(71; Horn, 1917). This modal is relevant lc the present paper

since it is being used as a conceptual tool in research on aptitode-

treatment intera2tions (to be discussed later in this paper) to help

organize the various aptitude processes involved in learning from

instruction (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Shue11, 1978; Snow, 197ba, 197eb).

The hierarchical model postulates several different levels of ability or

intelligence. In the American (as contrasted with the Driti:5h) version the

most general level of intelligence ("g") is augmented at a somewhat less

general level by fluid intelligence (Gf), crystallized intelligence (G,), and

sometimes a spatial visualization ability (Cy. Below this level in the

hierarchy are various abilities of a more specific nature. The distinction

between fluid and crystallized intelligence Was first formally developed by

Catteli (1957).

Briefly, fluid intelligence is viewed as being that aspec', of general

intelligence that can be diverted into almost any new activity that requires

come intelligence to perform. There is often thought to be a general

decline in fluid intelligence following adolescence. Crystallized

intelligence, on the other hand, is that aspect of intelligence that results

from experience--certain abilities commonly acknowledged as'requiring or

representing intelligence appear to crystallize out of the experiences that

an individual has during his lifetime--and there is a general increase in

crystallized intelligence throughout most of a person'.s lifetime. The



interested reader is referred to Cat.Lei l ( (1) and Horn u,) '(y)

coMplete description of the theory.

A variety of different approached to the Study of intelligence,

especially those that reflect the combination of the cxperimental and

correlational approaches to the study of intelligence, are presented in 11

book edited by Resnick (1976). fine very promising ne,,),; approach to the study

of intelligence and other abilities represented by performance on various

psychometric tests is characterized by an attempt to determine the

psychological processes responsible for individual diff.y'ences in

performance on those tests.

Psychometric Tests and Cognitive Tasks

During recent years both cognitive psychologists and psychometricians

have become increasingly interested in determining the relationship between

performance on various psychometric tests and performance on various types

of cognitive learning tasks. The perspective here is to view cognitive tasks

and learning tasks as comparable to psychometric tests in that performance

in both types of situations require the use of various cognitive processes.

The main concern is to understand the cognitive processes required for

performance on these tests.

For example, Estes (1974) undertook to analyze various aspects of

standard intelligence tests in terms of concepts from cognitive learning



theory, and he discussed the resulta or various studies (hat are ooucis

with such an analysis. Likevi'ise, Crroll (1976) analysed the varioL,

4psychometrie tests in the Educational Testing Service's Kit. of Refercut.t

Tests is terms of the cognitive procesE required for performance on the

various tests. 'While the analysis is still logi;a1 in nature,

respresents a major step _in trying to develop an intgrted understancling oT

individual differences in performance.

The work of Earl Hunt and his associates (e.g., Hunt, Frost, &

Lunneborg, 1973; Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975) provided the beginning or

an empirical data base for this type of analysis. Hunt's general procedure

was to take college students-who score high and low on an intelligence test

(both verbal and quantitative tests have been used) and then see to what

extent the performance of the two groups differ on a variety of different

cognitive learning tasks--for the most part well established laboratory-type

tasks.

For example, a task developed by Michael Posner and his associates

(Posner, Boies, Eicheiman, & Taylor, 1969; Posner .& Mitchell, 1967) has been

used extensively in cognitive psychology to measure the amount of time

required by subjects to access overlearned information in long-term memory.

The task consists of presenting two letters to the subject; and thQ

Subject's task is to indicate whether the two letters are the same or

different by pressing one of two keys. Two different types of instructions

are provided to the subject on different parts of the task; precautions are
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LIken to ehsure that the subjeot knows oh what b on La he on she

respond.

Under the physicaLidentity (hi) instructioas the subject is to respond

"same" if the two letters that are presented are of the same physicai

onfiguration (e.g.; AA; hh, etc.) and respond "di,fforent" it they are NOt

(e.g., Aa, A5, etc.) . Presumably, it is not necessary for, the subject to

access any verbal codes in order to perform the task. For the name identify

(NI) instructions, the subject is to respond "same" if the two letters have

the same name even though they may have difFerehL physical characteristics

(e.g., Aa) and respond "different" if the two letters do not .nave the some

'name. In order to perform thi; task the subject must, presumably access' the

verbal code in long-term memory for the letters that are presented. Thus,

the difference in the subject's reaction time on the two different tasks

provides an index of how long it takes him or her to aocc:;s verbal

information in long-term memory.

University students who are in the lower quartile on a standard verbal

intelligence test take about 40 longer to access this-information than

students in the upper quartile on the same test (Hunt,'Frost, & Lunneborg,

1973; Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975). Ten-year-old children take about

three times as long as the high verbal university student while children who

are mildly mentally retarded take about five times as long as the nigh

verbal university students (Hunt, 1978), although in the latter case at

least some question can be raised as tq how well the verbal.labels have been

learned.
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in which thr. ytd-itionship should he interpreted is not aJwriy:7. Mort

Psycnologrists would pot interpret it in terra or physioLoFjeaL dirr(.rencrc's

Lrt spet,:d of neural tvLInsmis:;ion,althoun.that possibility cannot bc rulcci

out completely. Rather, reaction time Is usually taken as rin index of

either the; nuRiner of mint.:'=d operations tha' must be car'r'ied .out in

performing a task or the ease with which individuaLo can perform tasks or'

varying degrees of complexity.

A related approach for investigating the relationship between

performance On psychometric tests and more complex cognitive tasks has been

developed by R. Sternberg (1977b). This approach is known as componential

analysis and involves analyzing a complek task (which might be a test item)

in terms of the components involved in performing the task and the rules

used for combining the components. For example, insoiVing the analogy

A:B::C:D, four components might be identified. An estimate of 'how much time

is required to perform the last component of the, task is obtained by

allowing 'an individual as much time as de.3iredto study the part of

the analogy. When he or she indicates that they fully understand that part

of the analogy, the complete analogy is presented and the time required to

indicate the appropriate arlsi,er is. recorded. Stores representing individual

.3fdifferences on each componeu', can then be related to one another and to
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Co. many years educatiodal research scemeo to he predi..:ated on the

not_lon tnat there was a single best instructioni method that could be used

fbr every student. It is now recognized that different instruct onal

treatments m_-1y be optimal tor rulximizing the performance of students with

different characteristics. Thus, Trcatment 'A may result in a high level of

perfomance for one group or learners (e.g., those who score high on a

particular aptitude test) and in a low level of performance for another

group of learners (e.g. , those who so0re .low on the same aptitude test)
.

Treatment B, on the other hand; may result in just the opposite results (low
I

performance for. those who score high on the aptitude and high 'performance
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An sptitude is simply a hybsthetldn1 constrct used to characterize

airtLrence: that will predict performane in seine sltuation,

y "rloait,m13. Traditionally, dptitude has he: thought of in termc of

or "scholastic ability," although sucha.narrow conception is

unnecessarily lImIting (Snow, 1976a). Cronbach and Snow (1977)

intentionally'derined aptitude in a very broad manner as "any characteristic

of a person teat forecasts. his probability of success under a given

treatment" (p. .6). Such a broad definition is desirable given the

relatively early stage of develophient of ATI research. Any stable

characteristic such as cognitive style, personality, motivatich, into to.
prior achievement, or special ahility for which a demonstrable relationship

with learning can be established shoult thus be considered as a viable

aptitude. As research continues, it will become increasingly important for

us to develop a theoretical as well as an emp:*:Irial understanding of thos-
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Tnos most useful heurist.ic for' srlofl,sr' loins the current Findings is

probably the con::ern L..,raptitude compiexes as developed :;)/ Disk Snow

(._]rohtach A Snow, 1971 ; Snow, Ici7da, 1,7uh). Two compLexes have been

ou=;gested as being of intcreot to further r(search. The first one involves

factor: relating to viii' ions aspects of intelligence. This

sonnpiox In referred to as the %G,G, complex and consists of fluid-analytic

intelligence ;GF), crystallized-verbal intclifgence L;c), and spatial

vlimalL:ation civility (C). A hierarchical model is suggested, and Snow

(1)76a, 1979b) has report veral studies ,Lne within this framewc,rk. The

most interesting and persisting finding at this time 'regarding one G5J
v

complex, although even this finding should be taken with a certain: Jf.
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than what these students can do for themselves. For the low ability

students, however, the pattern is just the reverse; they do best with the

more structured instructional treatment that places less of a burden on

tn,:ir ihformation-processinp, capabilities -(Snow, 1976a) .

Thc second aptitude complex is concerned with personality r ctor5 that

em tr-J tIe consistently related to learning. Cronbach and Snow (1977) refer

nerai construct in terms of "constructive" vs. "derensive"

This aptitude complex, referred to as AiAcAx is compri:- i of

ihlividual differences in anxiety (A
x
), achievement via independence (A.) and

i.,:nie:vement via conformity (Ar).

Several studies (Domino, 1968, 1971, 19'(4; Dowaliby & Schumer, P973;

Peterson, 19(7) indicate that. students Learn best when they are matched with

teacher who either shares the Game personal preferences toward learning or

ilcoo. Ives the type of orientation or activities tn;_lt are consistent with

Crie studyrAs' predispositions. For example, stuaents high In achievement

via independence and low in achievement via conformity did teat with

inotruetors whose teaching sty Le encouraged the students to h( independent

ind to take a more active, participative role in learning, for the course.

'in the other hand, studQnt,s Cligh in achievement via conformity and low in

aehHvement via independence learned the most when the teaching ni_yle of the

intrt1(.!',or r,:quircd conformity, provi.ded more ntruture in terms of the

A-tivitir: Vol- the course :Ind was,_ in venerill, mor (:ontroltinr, in tr.rfil:; ur

whit went on lit Lh,: (coils ne acid the ietivitier-; in wh Hh the L.,tudent:: ened.



Aptitudes can be characterized in a variety of different ways, and it

is clear that several different types of aptitudes can inter et with

instructional treatments. Individual differences in the knowledge that a

person brings with them to an instructional situation (i.e., prior

achievement) 'is clearly one important type of aptitude that must be

considered (Tobias, 1976, 1976). These achievement-treatment interactions

can occur even when intelligence is controlled (Tobias & inOer, 1916). In

additior6 individual differences in the psychological processes responsible

for learning are also important (Shuell, 1978, in press). '':,me or these

processes or information processing strategies may be, fDi 11 practical

purposes, permanent while others may be learned r;nd hence potentially

trainable. Thu , it may be possible to modify or train certain Z.ypes of

aptitudes for learning once these have been identified. That is, if

effective strategies for learning in certain situations are known, then

these strategies and their corresponding aptitudes can serve as appropriate

outcomes as well as predictors. If certain aptitudes are modifiable, we

must carefully monitor theM during learning since the ATIs represented by

them are likely to change during the course of learning.

In general, ATI research has two purposes, although these purposes

overlap to a considerable degree. First, ATI research can help us to better

underitand on a theoretical level those psychological processes Involved in

learning from instruction. ;3econd, information obtained from ATI research

may one day assist ;ti making practical decisions that will improve thf,

quality of the education received by all students. There are several ways

in w)i,?1-1 t.h i a prnntieal appli(:ation might occur, but it mw-A he realizcd
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that ATI research is not presently ready for implementation. Fiel-d research

in operational settings is presently needed, but these programs should

reflect the spirit of research including the tentativeness of conclusions

and the continual evaluation of the instructional program.

There are several ways in which viable All findings may be used to

improve the educational experience received by students. One is to provide

appropriate matches between various instructional treatments and different

types of students. Although several different typo. 'r latches have been

identified (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Messick, 1976), th. problem of finding an

appropriate match is extremely- complex (Shuell, in press) and anything even

approaching a workable system is presently lacking.

Other Areas of Research

Several areas of research on individual differenCes are so closely

related to learning and instruction that some mention must be made of them

in any attempt to review the current literature in this general area. While

the flavor of research in these areas is somewhat different from that

encountered in the preceding sections of this paper, it is rather easy for'

one to get the feeling that many of the same basic issues are being

addressed. While it is impossible to adequately develop these area within

the time and space limitations of the present paper, good reviews are



available of the current research in each of the three areas to be

mentioned.

The first of these areas is concerned with cognitive style. Cognitive

style refers to preferred ways differen't individuals have for processing and

organizing information and for responding to environmental stimuli. This

area presents some interesting possibilities for the eventual integration of

the personality and cognitive aspects of individual differences, although

considerable effort is still required before any meaningful integration is

likely to be achieved. The research associated with five major approaches

to cognitive style--authoritarianism, dogmatism, cognitive complexity,

integrative complexity, and field dependence/independence--was recently

reviewed in a book by Goldstein and Blackman (1978). In addition, an

article by Goodenough (1976) reviews research on field independence/

dependence related to learning and memory, and the eductional implications

of this cognitive style variable are discussed by Witkin, Moore; Goodenough,

and Cox (1977).

Another area is the growing concern for investigating the role of --

individual differences in learning and cognitive processes. After years of

ignoring and trying to minimize the effects of individual differences, some

experimental and cognitive psychologists have gradually begun to acknowledge

their existence and to realize their importance in trying to understand

human behavior (Melton, 1967; Underwood, 1975). A symposium on individual

differences related to learning, reported in a book edited by Robert Gagne

(1967), became a milestone for research on individual differences. More
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recently, Snow (1976a, 1976b) has called for the development of a laboratory

science on individual differences in aptitude tests, learning tasks and the

corresponding ATI constructs. These two articles also review much of the

contemporary research in this area.

The third area'to be mentioned is concerned with research and

development aimed at tailoring instruction to fit the needs of individual

students. Several major attempts have been made to develop operational

systems cf individualized' instruction. A book edited by Talmage (1975)

discusses several of these systems. Mastery learning and the Personalized

System of instruction (PSI or the Keller Plan) represents another major

approach, and most of the research associated with these latter two systems

has been reviewed by Block and Burns (1976).

General Concerns for Future Research

Certain issues pose a challenge for future research on individual

differences related to learning and instruction. One of these issues has to

do with the way we choose to define or conceptualize individual differences.

Differences among individuals are virtually limitless. Since it is possible

to define or describe these differences in a variety of different ways, some

consideration needs to 6e given to how this might be done in order for us to

be able to make the most sense out of the many different ways to collect

data on individual differences. What is .1-eded is a systematic way for

1 J"
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representing individual differences. The way one goes about this task

should depend on the purpose they have for studying individual differences.

Over the years individual differences have been conceptualized and

defined in many different ways for ''a variety of different purposes.

Definitions in terms of types, traits, abilities, and performance on

psychometric tests have been used for purposes of simple description,

prediction of future performance, and in some cases theoretical

understanding. Viable taxonomies need to be developed-;7not for the sake of

simply classifying individuals (that has been tried with little success) but

for the purpose of guiding our research efforts. Criteria need to be

developed that will permit us to determine which individual differences are

important and which ones are trivial.

We sometimes overlook the fact that individual differences as we

usually think of them do not exist for a single individual. Rather they are

conceptions that permit as to characterize differences among individuals.

Group differences (i.e., sex differences, race differences, etc.) provide an

example of what is involved. But for what purpose have these conceptions

been developed? The way we choose to characterize individual differences

may or may not have important consequences in terms of what we are

interested in studying when we pursue individual differences in learning and

instruction. Developmental differences provide a counter example to what is

involved when one considers individual differences and group differences.

By developmental differences I do not mean cross sectional differences for

different chronolLogical ages--these are basically group differences--but
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rather sequential differences that occur within a given individual as he or

she experiences different factors or instructional treatments. Some serious

consideration needs to be given to the relationship between individual

differences and developmental differences and how they might be integrated

into a single conceptual system.

There is actually something of a dilemma involved in doing research on

individual differences. If one conceives of a continuum along which the

similarity among individuals can be specified, then the problem arises as to

the appropriate points or boundaries that can be used to reliably and

validly describe the differences that exist among individuals. At one

extreme is the possibility that all individuals are basically the same and

that general laws can be discovered that apply to all individuals. This is

the orientation. that experimental psychologists followed .`.'or years and which

we now acknowledge as being extremely short sighted. At the other extreme

is a basically idiographic orientation that states that,every individual is

unique and that general laws are not possible. Any approach that wants to

develop a systematic body of knowledge about individual differences)must

take a position somewhere between these two extremes, but such a position by

its very nature is rather artificial and arbitrary. 'Nevertheless, we must

find ways to characterize differences among individuals that are useful for

the research purpose we are interested in pursuing. To keep these

limitations in mind can only help to make that research more fruitful.

What is needed then, at least in part, is. to develop new types of

aptitudes (Glaser,/ 1972) and their corresponding measures. These new

1L,
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aptitudes need to reflect what is currently known about the processes

involved in learning from instruction (Shuell, 1978; Snow, 1976a). Nearly

all of the current research on individual differences utilize psychometric

tests that come more-or-less off the shelf. Consequently, aptitudes and 'the

corresponding research questions are usually determined by preexisting tests

regardless of their appropriateness. These preexisting tests were not

developed with specific instructional methods or specific learning processes

in mind, and thus it should not be surprising if they prove to be limited in

situations for which they were not designed.

It may be necessary to work backwards, so-to-speak, and develop new

psychometric measures of aptitudes designed to differentially predict

performance in different instructional settings. This would mean selecting

inntructional methods or settings that might plausib require different

types of abilities or a.pt t des in order to perform well the different

situations and for which there is some plausibility that individuals possess

these abilittes or aptitudes to differenting degrees. For example, there is

a reasonable amount of intuitive feeling among educational researchers and

,psychologists that ATIs should exist,for instructional methods that require

either visual or verbal modes of processing information. Most of the Ai

research investigating this possibility of visual-verbal Ails, however, have

failed to find any substantial effects for this factor (Cronbach & Snow,

1977; Snow, 1976a).

While there may be a number of reasons for, this failure to find the

expected ATIs, including the possibility that individual differences in

rw ;
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these aptitudes just do not interact. with different instructional methods.

One possibility, however, that may be worth pursuing further is that the

measures we have of visual aptitudes and verbal aptitudes may not be valid

or may be inappropriate for the instructional situations we are

investigating. Thus, one way one might profitably pursue this problem
4111

further is to creve-op new measures of visual and verbal aptitudes that will

differentially predict performance in instructional settings th=e'. Hquire

visual processing and those that require verbal processing of information.

To do this, one would begin by selecting instructional p:ocedures or a

series of instructional settings for which some agreement could be obtained

that the methods in question require either visual or verbal processing of

information. Then, rather than selecting preexisting tests to do ATI

studies, one would develop ah item pool to be given to subjects before they

participated in the selected instructional treatments. Items then would be

selected from the pool that differentially predicted performance in the two

settings. Further validation studies, of course, would no required, but if

items could be found that would differentiate between verbal aptitudes and

visual aptitudes, then there is at least a possibility that A'i'ls exist for

these types of individual differences.

Some concern should always be given to the context in which research on

a given topic is conducted. This is especi-'ly true when different criteria

for validation and different theoretical assumptions are involved. Such is

the case with research on individual differences. Times are changing, and

along with that change there has been a change in the social meliu and

social assumptions that supported and helped to validate the traditional
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'psychometric approach to study of individual differences. Many of the

criteria used in traditional psychometric research are seen by many

researchers to be no longer viable or to be viable-only in a much mor*'e7'

limited sense. The Darwinian concept of survival of the fittest is giving

way in many quarters to a more egalitarian concept that educatiOn should

help facilitate the achievement of every individual his or her maximuin

potential. Research on individual differences need to examine the

significance of this change, especially as it relates to research on

educational problems. It should bp realized, however, that from a

sciehtific viewpoint one approach is not wrong while the other is right.

Both can add to our knowledge of individual differences. Realization of how

the two approaches differ, however, provides part of the interesting

challenge awaiting those researchers who be investigating individual

differences in learning and instruction.
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